
Front-end Dev - Junior wanted to
complement the team

You are curious, eager to learn more, motivated and passionate about front-end
development.

Code optimization, testing and maintenance are an important part of your
overall development process.

Then this job is for you!

Your profile
You have a bachelor's degree, master's degree in IT or equivalent experience.

You want to get involved in a business project strongly focused on collective
intelligence and self-management. You are able to be autonomous but also to be
a team player.

You master the following technical fields:
● Angular 2+
● Typescript
● HTML
● CSS, SASS, SCSS
● JSON/REST

You will be able to master:
● End-to-end testing (Protractor, Jasmine, Karma)
● DevOps techno

○ Jenkins
○ Docker
○ AWS

Nice to have:
- Mobile development
- Ionic framework
- Bootstrap

You have professional working proficiency in English. The code and
documentation are in English.

Additional points if you also know : FR/NL/DE



Your role within Digiteal
● Translate a mockup into a responsive interface
● Manage all aspects of maintenance for a frontend app
● Write E2E tests
● Share the build between coworkers
● Build and deploy a front-end app

Our Company
Digiteal is a FinTech company developing an innovative alternative in the field of
electronic invoicing and payments. It is compliant with rigorous regulations of
the financial sector, yet you will be surprised, among other things by our
self-management organization. At the heart of all our activities are trust and
transparency towards our employees, customers and investors.

We are specialized in the development of an electronic invoicing and payment
product called Digiteal.

Created in 2015, Digiteal is an early scaleup. This is an opportunity to participate
in the early stages of the adventure with us.

Our offer
A very complete package, attractive and corresponding to your knowledge and
experience.

The opportunity to participate in an innovative European business project.

A fulfilling work in a dynamic company respectful of the human person.

An environment that promotes learning and discovery.

More:
Company location : Brabant-Wallon

Remote work possible

Status : employee

You’re the one!? work@digiteal.eu
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